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WHAT DO MODERN PARENTS FEAR THE MOST?

The top 4 topics that modern parents are most concerned about are:
#1 Do my Children Lack Values?
Many parents worry that their kids don’t understand that there are more
important things to life than taking the perfect selfie or owning the
hottest tech toy or sports gear. Modern Parents are very aware that living
a happy and fulfilling life means that there is a healthy balance between
responsibility, fun, and personal growth. How do we teach our kids to
develop personal passions, values, and beliefs?
The first step to addressing this worry is that you need to be clear about
your own passions, values, and beliefs. Your child will see you model what
it means to live a fulfilling life as you go about your day-to-day schedule
addressing your responsibilities, all the while engaging in activities that
also feed your personal growth. This teaches our kids several important life
lessons:

• Education and personal growth does not end after high school or
college – living a fulfilling life means continuing to pursue knowledge
in areas you are passionate about.
• Spending time with friends and family is important to work/life
balance, and modelling to kids how to make and keep positive
friendships is an important life lesson that every child needs to learn.
• Practicing spiritual growth – whether that is through organized
religion or other means – is important for understanding who we are
as people and for discovering our purpose in life.

• Parenting is only part of mom and dad’s life. They are way more
than just caretakers – they are people with interesting hobbies and
interests that make them fun people to be with.
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#2 Does my child use Technology as a Way of Life Instead
of just as a Tool?

#3 What if I Don’t Have a Traditional Family? Will My
Kids Be OK?

Are you tired of your child relying too much on spell-check to spell, texting
instead of speaking to their sibling in the next room, and social media in the
place of making and keeping real friends? Well you are not alone. While
many Modern Parents like the convenience that technology brings to us,
they are very worried that technology is taking over their kid’s lives in a
negative way.

Modern Parenting comes in all shapes and sizes. The traditional family,
where Mom and Dad are married and have no divorces between them,
can be a very effective way to raise great kids. On the other hand, many
non-traditional families are equally successful at raising smart, moral, and
interesting kids.

It’s best if you teach your kids how to integrate technology into everyday
living in a way that encourages communication, education, and building
healthy relationships. Let’s face it – our kids are going to need to use
technology as adults, so it’s our job to teach them how to use technology
successfully.
Modern Parents need to develop family standards regarding technology
use and create rules based on these standards. Once mom and dad know
where they stand about technology, they need to clearly communicate the
rules to the kids.
One way to do this is by sitting down together and creating a signed
contract that specifically lays out the rules and expectations regarding use
of cell phones, gaming devices, and social media – and the consequences if
these rules are broken.
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A non-traditional family is one where one or more caring individuals come
together to raise great kids in a warm and loving manner. Non-traditional
families consist of families who are divorced, divorced/re-married, gay/
lesbian, mixed-orientation (where one parent is gay, and one parent is
straight), single-parent household, etc.
Family structure is not the most important factor in raising good kids.
Science tells us that other factors such as: the type of parent-child
relationship, parental financial stability, and exposure to childhood adversity
(such as maltreatment, exposure to domestic violence, or living with another
person with serious mental illness) all have a huge effect on how kids turn
out – no matter the family structure. In addition, more and more research is
finding that kids of same- and different-sex parents fare equally well.
The bottom line is that all kinds of families can raise great kids, as long as
the parents involved concentrate on creating and maintaining a loving, yet
firm relationship with their kids.
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#4 Why do my children lack Motivation?
There is an Underachieving Phenomenon going on right now and Modern
Parents not only need to be aware of this, but they need to know how to
address it if they see this happening in their own families.
Most Modern Parents aren’t interested in raising super-achieving robots, but
they do want to raise kids with an inner drive to pursue a meaningful career
and to understand the value of a hard day’s work. Now, more than ever, parents
need to concentrate on teaching their kids the skills it takes to start a task and
to complete it to the best of their ability in order to develop into independent
and successful young adults.
How to Encourage Your Young Child To Be More Motivated
Laying a good foundation is important in instilling ambition and motivation
in all kids. Start early in encouraging this behaviour from your child and be
consistent.
Modelling stick-to-itiveness in front of your child is a great teaching moment –
talk through difficult projects in front of our child and discuss how you overcame
the temptation of wanting to give up on the project when it became difficult.
Above all, demonstrate for your child what a job well done looks like and how
it makes you feel. Point out the rewards for completing the project – both
extrinsic and intrinsic.
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Here are some other suggestions for motivating young children:
• Start early
• Model determination in front of your child
• Don’t expect perfection at this age
• Teach and practice delayed gratification
• Use verbal and nonverbal praise/reinforcement with your child’s successes
• Teach your children to be proud of themselves
• Keep your child’s developmental appropriateness in mind by starting with
one or two goals/chores and then add more responsibility as they get older
• Talk through difficult projects in front of your child and include an explanation
of how you overcame obstacles during the project
• Allow your child to care for a pet – this allows them to learn what it is like to
care for another living thing

Additionally, take a look at your own attitude about chores – are you
too meticulous and perfectionistic about chores/tasks, or, conversely,
do you tend to procrastinate and/or delegate your chores to someone
else? Remember that your actions speak louder than words with kids.
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This generation of Modern Parents is willing to do what it takes
to raise great kids. If we want to raise classically great kids in a
modern world, we need to be open to learning new parenting
techniques to use alongside of the tried-and-true techniques that
continue to work. For example, we know we need to set boundaries
with how our kids use their time. This is wisdom that was handed
down from our parents’ and grandparents’ generations. However,
Modern Parents also need to figure out where to draw the line with
how much time our kids spend on modern tasks such as using the
computer for schoolwork, keeping up with friends on social media,
and extracurricular activities.
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FUN WAYS TO TEACH VALUES
Clever ideas for helping kids learn values without preaching or nagging.
Have you ever tried to lecture your children on the importance of empathy, cooperation, and kindness? Older kids tune out faster than you can say "b-o-o-o-o-o-ring."
Younger children don't understand what you're talking about. Luckily, teaching kids values doesn't have to be a dull experience.Here are seven ways to do it without
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(SEE THE SECTION ON PLAY GARDEN
IDEAS FOR KIDS)
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Brighten the days of a senior citizen
in your community, and your kids will
quickly learn respect for their elders.
Make a basket of muffins or homebaked bread, and have your children
deliver it to an elderly neighbour. When
you go to the supermarket, check
whether you can pick up a few items
for a senior who can't get around
easily. Or, if your son or daughter
takes music lessons, arrange a recital
at a nursing home. It will not only
entertain the residents, it may spur
your child to practice a little harder.
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Have a toy wash

Growing even a single flower can demonstrate
how perseverance pays off—but it's more fun
to nurture a small garden instead. The trick is
not to try your children's patience too much. We
suggest going with marigolds and zinnias, since
they're easy to grow. Sunflowers are also great
because kids get a kick out of their height. When
everything's in full bloom, have your kids make
a bouquet for a neighbour, which will teach
them thoughtfulness too. If you plant vegetables
instead—peas and radishes grow fast—you can
cook and eat them, a wonderful demonstration
of the satisfaction self-reliance can bring.
(Bonus: A child is much more willing to eat
her veggies if she's planted and tended them
herself.)

Reach out to an older person

Plant a garden

preaching or nagging.
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This is recommended to instill a sense
of responsibility in kids. Put your child's
washable toys in a bin and fill two dishpans
with warm water, adding soap to one.
Demonstrate how to clean off the toys in
the soap-water bin and rinse them in the
other, then lay them out on a towel to dry.
Children love water play, so this chore
seems more like fun than work. Sing,
"This Is the Way We Wash Our Clothes" as
you work together, substituting "toys" for
"clothes." When you're through, tell your
child, "You're doing a great job of taking
care of your things!"

Design homemade thank-you cards.

Here's an arts-and-crafts project that teaches kids to express
their gratitude in a creative way. Sit down with your child and
make cards out of construction paper, crayons, stickers, and
whatever else is in your art closet. Keep the notes handy and help
your little one send them out whenever someone gives him a gift
or comforts him on a difficult day. You can either hand-deliver
one or tuck one into an envelope and mail it. To show your child
how good it feels to be appreciated, send him a thank-you note on
an occasion when he's been especially helpful to you.
Here are some examples to give you inspiration:

1. Finger-print flower card
2. Hot-air-balloon buttons card
3. Circle flower bouquet card
4. Personal photo card
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Want to teach your kids the joys of being
charitable and declutter your house at
the same time? Have them pick a local
cause they believe in and sell their old
stuff to raise money for it. Help round up
outgrown toys, books, clothing, and sports
equipment, then set a date to hold a yard
sale. Encourage little ones to colour a
poster to advertise it. On the big day, your
kids can sell lemonade or, if they're old
enough, collect customers' money. When
the sale is over, they'll be proud of how
much they earned. Plan for everyone to
personally deliver the proceeds to the
charity.
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Be a pal

Clean up for good

Start a scrapbook
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Kids can't develop strong values until they
have enough empathy to gauge other
people's emotions. To help your child learn
to read nonverbal cues, gather up copies
of your (or his) favourite magazines and
flip through them together. Instead of
focusing on the words, study the people in
the photos. Talk about what kind of mood
they're in, judging by their expressions and
body language. Cut out the faces and paste
them in a scrapbook. Later, look at the
pictures again, and talk in depth about the
emotions you identified. Point at a face and
ask whether it's okay to feel that way (the
answer, of course, is yes, no matter what
emotion is depicted).
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The "buddy game" is a wonderful way to
help children learn to be unselfish, since
it shifts their focus to another family
member. And getting started is easy: Put
everybody's name into a hat at breakfast,
then have each person take a turn drawing
from it. For the rest of the day, instruct
each person to look for nice things to do on
the sly for his buddy—it could be anything
from leaving little gifts to playing his pal's
favourite game. (Mom or Dad can help the
youngest children think of sweet gestures.)
The element of secrecy makes it fun.

PLAY GARDEN IDEAS FOR KIDS

Give your child a place to freely explore nature, gardening, and how things grow by providing them with an outdoor play space.
Here are some super creative & oh so cute play garden ideas for kids.

1.

2.

Have kids paint &
decorate their own
garden box and
then plant & grow
the veggies of their
choice.

3.

Grow a tire garden
together.

Transform an old sandbox
into a children's play
garden

4.

5.

Grow a bean tee-pee & provide kids with
the most awesome outdoor hideaway ever!

Grow a secret
fairy garden
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6.

Make hop scotch stepping stones for
the garden. Or make a colorful garden
hop scotch
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9.

7.

Make this
adorable
garden
tic-tac-toe
game.

Put together a
quick & simple
kids garden
space

10.
8.

Put together
an outdoor
musical
garden for the
kids.

Grow a bean tunnel for the kids to run
through.

12.

Grow a sunflower garden
together. Kids will love playing &
hiding out inside once it's grown!

13.

Make these adorable garden mushrooms
so that kids can sit and enjoy the garden
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11.

Put together a wooden crate garden
for your kids.
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14.
Learn about butterflies
by making your very
own butterfly garden
with the kids.

16.

Grow a rainboot garden
together.

Grow a tin can
garden together.
Have kids paint &
decorate the cans
first.

5
.
1
Use colourful fencing
to section off a small
piece of yard for your
child's garden
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17.
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